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Participants from twty-one ccintrieB were asked t o prepare maiographs,
and an aide-iioire was sen-t to tieri outliwing the kind, of information wanted.

Of the 21 countries, the following twenty submitted such monographs. They
are (in alphabetical order):

1.

Argentina

2,

Bangladesh
Bolivia
Brazil

5,

Colombia
Ethiopia
India
Jcrrd.an
Kenya
Korea (Republic of)
Mexico

12,

Nigeria
Pakistan
Papxa New Guinea
Peru
Saudi Arabia

Tanzaia
18,

ThailarTurkey
Teien Arab Republic

The country monograph for Venezuela has not been inciwied because it
was not available at the time this synopsis was prered.
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-2R!1NA
Argentina had a population of 23.75 million in 1970.

Only one third

of the coimtzr has adeqte water, the most iportaut region being the
River Plate basin. Annual rainfall is 600 mm. Arid and semi-arid regions
(2/3 of the country) depend on underground water.
In 1973, 6,500 industrial plairtB were responsible for

74%

of the pollu-

tion and by the ye ar 2000, this was estimted to increase by 160 %.
In 1975, there were 160 sewage services, serving 29% of the population.
Over 75% of domestic efTluenta are discharged to water courses without
treatment. Most industrial wastes discharge directly into water courses.
There is almost no experience in the re-use of effluents, although this
c*ild be considered in agriculture and industry.
The Gcwerrinezxt operates

85%

of the sanitary sewage systems, but there

are plani to decentralize this service. Much of the equipment is obsolute,
and there is a shortage of trained personnel.
Stabilization ponds and oxidation ditches are suitable for the country,
especially in areas with less than 50,000 iithabitants. For larger populations,
the activated sludge process could be used.. At present, slige is treated
in dry beds ater anaerobic digestion, but other iEeap alternatives ohould be
ught.
Less than

io%

of organic industrial waste is removed in treatmerrt

y-etems, but the authorities are trying to improve the situation through
gradual but strict control. Attempts are made to adapt knoisi teohniqins
to local coriltione. Treatment in lagoons is used iierver possible. Strict
control meamweo are applied in the Capital. Research and training is being
intensified.
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- 3 I n the next ten years, it is intend.ed. 'to extend sanitati an services to
over 10 million new users. Costs are expected to be very high.
If present traixis in thvesimits and implementation of plane ccnti-rnie,
the roblems could be solved in a few years.
pj.NGTA1$H
Bigladeah (144000 sq. Km.) is a deltaic country with many water
souve s that are used dcneei ically and for irrigati M.

These abound in f'i Eh.

Almost all imptant towia and major industrial establishments are located
along rivere.
Nearly 90% of the 89 million inhabitants live in villages. Most villages
resort to either open air defecation or depend on Eimple latrines; only a few
have amaitary water-sealed latrines. Practically no waste water treatment is
carried out in rural areas. Sanitary water-sealed latrines are being
poularized in some areas. The aim is to install 100,000 units to cover 15%
of households by the middle of 1980. Rapid pui1at ion growth will make
provision of adequate sanitary services very expensive. About 380,000 watersealed latrines are planned to be installed by 198 5-

u%

of the people live in cities or urban centres. Most of these have

no waste water treatment facilities. Dacca (popJ.ation 2.2 million) has a
water-boxne aerage jstem

'1iioh covers 60% of the old. and 20% of the new

city. The system is not fully utilized 'because of lack of power, and house

owners are reluctant to connect to the sewer system. The situation, in
terma of coverage, is expected to imirove when a new system of three lagoons
becomes operational shortly. The ciir has 10,000 open latrines. Of these,
1,000 have been converted into sanitary latrines and may be connected to the
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existing sewerage system. Some houses also dispose waste water to open
surface drains.
Chittagctig (600,000 inhabitants) has no seirs. About 30% have
septic tanks, which eveitLially discharge into water streams and open canals;
2/3 of the population depend an nit—soil collecticri services.
Small towns and ccimnuiities use neptic tanks and open latrines.
Ineased poliuti on may damage aquatic life and cause other environmental
problems.

Munioipalitiee are in charge of waste water collection.

Although industry is not very well developed, the major plants drain
their often toxic wastes into nearby rivers. The Gov*i-ziuent is considering
possible solutions to this problem. A water pollution control. law has been
passed and an Environmental Pollution Control Ordinance promulgated.
Industry is advised about the importance of water treatment; but more need.s
to be done to control pollution.
BOLIVIA
The monograph described existing sanitary facilities in the main cities.
La Paz, with 600,000 pea pie, has a separate system for collecting sewage
and rainwater. Sewage is discharged into a river without any trealznent.
Ind.ustrie

coirtaminate water that is used for irrigation. In El Alto d.e

a Paz (200,000 inhaitanis) there are plans for building

stabilization

ponds, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, a rapidly growing city of 330,000 inhabitants
has two collection ztirks, discharging into a river after retention in
4 anaerobic and 2 aerobic pomie; 95,000 people are served., an], there are plans
to ezpani the netwonk.

Cochabamba (280,000 inbabitante) has a separate

rBtem for aegs and storm water. Sewage is disclrged into a river without

any treatment. Oruro's 140, 000 inhabitants are served by a separate system
for sewage and atorm water. In 1:btoi., sewage, rainwater and very contaminated
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water from two big ore treatment plants is dischged into two dry river bed.s
without any treatment. Sucre (70,000 inhabitants) has a combined system
serving the centre of the city, and two separate systems serving the outlying
parts. AU discharge goes into a river that is dry part of the year. Tarija
(40,000 inhabitants) has sege and storm water collect icni system discharging
jut o a river with out treatment. In Mcutero (40,000 inhabitants) storm water
and sewage collection systems are in the final stages of construction. These
will discharge into two anaerobic lagoons. The effluent is led into a
pernanently flownig river.
Trinidad. (30,000 inhabitants) has no rain or sewage cdflecticri system.
Most houses use septic tanks.
Most of these towns have drawn up plans for improving sanitary services.
Local authorities are, in all cases, in charge of water and serage systems.
In La. Paz, chemical pollutants discharged into rivers from industrial
plants cczitinue to caise serious problems. Tre is also lack of a clear
policy in this area. There appears to be little understanding of these
problems by local ant lor ities.
There is an urgent need for goverinent regulations which guide
industries and local authorities in the measures to be taki to control and
treat waste water.
Industrial wastes contaminate agricultural land and rivers, and the
problem persists because of a lack of understanding of ètat is involred in
terms of the source s kinds and amount of poliut i aa existing. This has
hampered development of effective government acti on to control pollution.

I.

BR.AZJ i
razi1 (over

8.5

million sq. Icn.) has an unevenly distributed population,

wi th hii eat density in the south-east. In t hi B regi on water and pollution
problems are acute.

64% of the population now live in urban areas.

Sanitation is inadequate, and dcznesti c wastes and chemical wastes are major
so%n'oes of pollution.
So Paulo has a sesge collection sys-tein for 40% of its 11.6 million
inhabitants; 4.3% of the sewage receives primary treatment • Rio de Janeiro
has

3

treatmt plants with a capacity to treat 20% of the sewage collected.;

80% is dumped into tr sea without treatment. Sewage in Salvador is
&iucharged d.irectly into the sea. Ouritiba has a deep oxidation ditch for
secondary treatment serving nearly 50% of the popxlaticn.

95%

of BOD is

removed. Brasilia has two activated slntdge plants providing secondary

treatment to 55% of the sewage, which is finally discharged into a. lake.
Recife has twD secondary trea'thierrt plants with biological filters for 30%
of its sewage;

o%

of the sege collected receives primary treatment.

Little industrial waste is discharged in public sewars. Belo Uorizozrte has
no treatment plant, but 55% of the populat ion is served by a sewerage

network. In Forto Alegre, about 46% of the population are served but only
3% of t e sewage rece ives secondary treatment.
There are plas for expanding the foilities in these towns. The
Nati czial Sanitati cii Plan for 1970 aims to co-ordinate the effcrt -to improve

sitation in urbai areas. Under this plan 134 systems have been built or
re zwed.. Nany more cit ies will be prov].d.ed iii th sanitation services over

the zxt five years.
Industrial pollution continues to pose problema,in many cases due to
the fact that treatmait plants have only recently been built. In some major
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-7i.nd.ustrial areas, 70% of the pollution is caused by industry. Over 50% of

the most polluting ithuc-tries have waste water treatment facilit ies.
Stillage from alcohol prcductici (which may be used as fertilizer)
has been deposited in lagoons, but as this is not sate enough, anaerobic
digestion is recanmer1ed.s

a)%

of the waate water in pulp and paper plaM a undergoes primary

treatment, with secondary treatment for most of the rest of the waste water.

4
7

petroleum refineries have installed aecidary treatment facilities and

prime.ry treatment facilities.

2 petrochemical complexes have installed

secondary treatment facilities (activated sludge).
Anaerobic followed by aerated and faculiative lagoons have been
installed in a few tanneries with good results. The same is the case for
food processing jants in rural areas. Activated sludge treatment and
extended

aeratiQi are being used for larger plants.

Combined treatment of domestic and other waste water has been encouraged
in some cases but this requires prior primary treatment.
In

1973,

a Special Secretary of the Environment was appointed at the

Federal level. Regulations and standards for waste water treatment to be
followed by local authorities are needed. In

1976,

standards for discharging

wastes in different classes of water sources were issued.. The treatment of
domestic sewage is the responaibility of the Covernment, while industrial

wastes are bmd1ed by industry, um3.er State supervision. Larger plants are
operated better than smaller ones. There is a need to train more personnel
t o make the best use of existing plants and to adopt treatment methods suited

-

to local conditions, based on simple solutions. Anaerobic lagoons, aimerobic
digesticn, and lagoons with cascade aerati on have given good. results. The
Brazilian climate favours anaerobic treatment with generati on of methane

1..

(an exce].lent fiel). Stabilization pondS and lagoons may prove suitable
in some areas.

The public must be alerted to environmental pollution prctlans.
Iud..sti7 ahould be gven economic incentives to better control pollution.
Exteting regulations should be enforced more rigorously. Better methods
lbr re-use of wastes are needed; and joint treatment of industrial and
domestic wastes should be encouraged. If industry could be decentralized,
the pollution would not be as interive as it is now in a few zones.
COLOMBIA
There are not marw waste water treatment facilities in Colombia.
. sting ores are adznini stered. by local water authorities.
In rural areas, septic tanks and Imhoff tanks are used both by individual
haiseholds as well as by groups of households. Latrines are also extensively
used..
In the lger cities, downstrni pollution problns are caused by
effluents discharged into rivers without any treatment.
Domestic and industrial waste water is not treated. Some investigation
is being carried out in this area. The investigation is concentrating on
the following points:
- To collect more data about the nature and volume of the effluents;
- To collect data on the nature and size of receiving waters and
bow these are used;
- To collect more information on industrial prod.uc-tion processes which
give rise to the effluent;
- To know more about what economic and social implications any control
msure3 would have, to compare benefits obtained from such control
with the costs involved;
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- To sid.y the legal framework needed to effectively operate such
control measures.
The result of these investigations and the pollution control laws
enacted. will provide the basic for administrative and financial measures to
be taken in respect to waste water treatment. Ind.ucnent has been tried
to encorage voluntary restraints in the quantity of waste water rroduced,
but both indastry, and cciinunities he not responded to such inducement p
frequently for financial reasons.
To correct the situation, one needs to find low—cost treatment
facilities; provide me technical assistance to industry; assist in designing
and constructing dcinestic and industrial treatment syctens, esrecially for
the iarger cities; initiate prograrmeE in rural areas to prevent pollution
from fertilizers and pesticides; and set up an efficient administrative
organization to cieck obseivance of relevant laws.
ETBIOPIA
Ethiopia has an area of 1.2 million eq. 1cm. and a population of
30 million. The high mortality rate is lgely due to diseases caused by
improper sanitation.

9

of the people live in rural areas t and only i% have pit latrines,

thicb are often poorly constructed and poorly ma.intained. Diseases ariSing
from inadequate exoreta disposal poses fixmidable health problems.
General health education, including training in pit latrine constructi on,
has in the past done little to improve public health conditions. People
have not seen the need for pit la-trjnes. These are often ttncanfortable
and dirty, and accidents have happened. Rural people often lack the means
to make a proper pit latrine and so prefer to use the open field for
defecati on.

I.

- 10 In urban centres too, pit latrines are used as a means of exoreta

disposal. Sewerage systems do not exist in any towns excepting Adis Ababa.
Urban communities have been poorly planned, and space is often lacking even
for the constrLlcticxi of latrines. Priraie houses are required to have
proper privies on their premises, but in most cases such facilities d.o not
funoticn properly.
Municipalities are responsible for provid.ing and maintaining public
latrines.
A1is Ababa, with a population of 1.2 million, has many dry pit
latrines largely constructed in recent wears, but often, due to lack of
space, tbee are close to where food is stored and prepared. Modern villas
and other recent bui.ldinge have water flush toilets. The waste is mostly
deposited in individual cesspools an& septic tanks. Because of impermeable
BoilB,

soaking pits often overflow. The contents of cesspoo]Js and septic

tanks are collected by vactuam trucks, but this service is inadequate and
very expensive.
A semi!-ccrLventical sewerage aye-tern is under cstruc-tion in Ad.dis
Ababa, It 411 provide primary treatment to raw sewage and sldge treatment
by means of staged lagoons, with final disposal of mineralized sludge. Since
the coct is very high, the netrk will not cover the whole city. The
possibilitieB of developing neighbourhood wenitary facilities need to be
studi. ed.
The following measures are needed to improve the siivaticzi:
- Teaching of sanitation and hygiene in all sco1s;

- Establishing research centres;
- The Governmeri t should set appropriate standards;
- Staff inoenves should be provided.;
- Low-oot sanitatiai syeteme should be developed;
- A greater number of people muat be trained, in this area.

I...
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INIA
Data on water pollution is collected. 1r the Central Board for the
Prevention and Control of Water Pollution. The Bod has found that the
majcr sonrce of pollution is waste water from big cities and towns that
discbge wastes into fresh and coastal wats. A survqy of 142 "class
I cities" carried out in 1979 shows that of 60 million people living in
these cities (which represents

(5%

io%

of the national total), only 30 millicn

of the national total) are served with waste wat' collection, and only

18 million (3% of the total popilation) are served by waste water
treatment facilities. The eame cities cause 60% to

io%

of the total

pollution of waters in India.
It has been difficult to apply minima:L cost doctrines in the design of
waste water systems. As a result, sy steme are designed wi ih exaggerated
safety fact cxc ,leading to larger than reqinred capacities of treatment
facilities, The caine thing holds true when it concerns design of seir
networks As a result these operate below design capacity. Further
development in ystems application and mathnatica1 modelling may solve
this problem.
Industrial water

pollution is little by ccnpariscxi, even in industrial

cities like Bcinbay (13% of the pollution comes from industry), Calcutta

( 11%) and New Delhi ( 10%). Even so the organic load fran industry has
already reached alarming proportions.
In solving the pollution problems of India, it is necessary to find
solutions suited to the environmental conditions of the czntry. They
have to be cheap and simple to build, operate ancimaintain. More research
is needed to find the most suitable treatment methods.

I.

- 12 Water pollut ion control has been deficient becaue municipal collection
and treatment systems h'e been lacking due to inafficient funds. Regional
waste water systems mr make it easier to solve the problems ino1ved in
pollution control.
Cheap sys-t ems are sometimes costly t o operate and mth.ntain. A
mp1e method that gives sat isf act cry results should be devised.
More research and experiments are needed to dat ermine the best ways
t o treat waste water in India.
1.)P11
Amman, the Capital of Jordan, is the only town with a semge treatment
plant. Some other towns have treatment plants under construction, and others
are studying the question. The authorities are also taking a keener interest
in the pr clems raised 17 ind.ustr ial wastes • Lack of finance and trained
personnel are the main problems.
In Azmuan, a sewage treatment plant was built in 1969 to serve 300,000
people, The popiilatic:*i has now growi to I million, Sewage flows to the
treatment plant by gravity. The sewerage system covers about 40% of the
towi area. Domestic sewage undergoes both primary and secondary biological
treatment • About 50% of B03) and s'uspnd.ed solids are rnoved in the
primary treatment. The sewage entering the secondary aeration tanks is
highly caicentrated and makes it difficult to obtain good stabilization.
Retention time is from 3 to 10 bc:'urs.
Post-chlorinati ou is also prorided. The final effluent is &ischarged
into a strean which is dry in suxrrner. A dam has been constructed across
the stream for waste water storage thioh is used for irrigat ion.
Per capita water ccrisumption is 301e per day. As a result s the sewage
concentration is very high.

More than 15% of the sewage is transported

fran cesspools and septic tanks by car-tankers. It has a high suspended
solid.s oontan-L.

I..

- 13 There are plais to exterd the waste water treatment plant.

I(enya's present population of 15.3 million has increased. by 40% over

ten years.

12.6% of the ppulation live in 24 towns of more thai 10,000

people. Nairobi, with 835,000 inhabitants, accounts for

5.4% of the

naticiial total.
Less than

5% of the population in The country are served with ter-

borne sewerage systems. 40% use pit latrines and more ti -ian 50% have no
form of regular sani ati on.
Much is being done to improve the situation. Sewerage services are
expected to improve in Mombasa, and Nairobi spends more than 1C&2 million
annually on sewerage services, but this does not keep pace wi th the rapid
pipulati ai growth.
At the natia1 level, the Kerra Govermnerrt is responsible for the
provis ion of water and sewerage treatment plants thrcxigh its Ministry of
Water Development • The Nai. robi City Council is the only local body with
automy in this area.
In Nairobi, about 700 0000 people are served by five sege treatnnt
works with hundreds of kms, of sewers. The city is drained by a network
of rivers which eventually flows into the Indian Ocean, This
network of rivers receive effluents from over 100 rrimicipalities, townships

and villages, before it reaches the Indian Ocean. Within The Old City, some
combined sewers still exist, but newer sewerage networks are designed to
carry sewage and storm run-off separately.
By the year 2)00, it is intended that about 80% of the city pupulat ion
will be coimected to the water-borne sewerage system. In the year 2000 the
population will be three times as hii as the present population.

I.-.

- 14 Of the five sewage treatment works in Nairobi, three consist of a
system of ponds, and two are conventional mechanical/biological plants.
At one site, a single pond is in operation functioning

at

about

Y)%

of

design ca.paci -ty. At another, two ponds are in operation and theBe receive
much industrial waste, beside domestic waste.
B

75%

of B)D and 60% of

tEpended solids are removed. A large pont has been newly ccnstructed,

but this does not yet operate to full capacity. Of the two ocziverrtional
wcxks, the smaller plant removes 80% of BOl) and 85% of suspemied solids.
Arlysis of waste water at cne works has shown that up to 50% of the
effLuent is fran industrial sources. However, industry accounts for only
10% of revenue from the provision of sewerage sources. Sewerage charges
should be revised so as to reflect the actual situation.
Other urgent requirements are for more and better trained manpower,
tecriical and financial assistance.

KOREA IREPUBLIC OF)
The Republic of Korea is industrialising fast. Trade is expanding,
and the staulard of living is impr cring.
All existing sewage and drainage systeme in urtan and industrial areas
are combined systens receiving both storm water and household wastes.
Conservancy tanks are used to coil ect excreta. The combined netwoz
consists of closed culver -ta, open channels and streams diach'ging
runoff to the nearest river,

io%

of urban dwellers are provided, with

I lui -toilets. The effluent from uliish toilets

flows into Beptic tanks

whidi are emptied periodically as night-soil. New sewerage rstems are
mostly plamed as seperate systems, i.e., one sewer for storm water and
the oth- for sege.

I...

- 15 Most urban districts have night-soil collecticn systems with buckets,

or storage privies emptied by vacuum trudcs. Night-soil is usually put
into st rage tanks or dumped into the sea. Some night-soil is dumped
into rivers, thus contaminating them. Night-soil was earlier used as
fertilizer, but now this has been replaced by chemical fertilizers.
Rapid urban growth has aggravated the problem of disposal. Many treatment
plants have been built recently or are uer construction.
At present, the ertent of the sewerage system in Korea is insignificant.
Secul has two treatment works serving 2 million of the city's 8.5 million
inhabitants. The plants provide mechanical treatment, activated sludge
treatment and chlorination. The sludge is stabilized in heated digest ers and
the treated sludge is mechanically de-watered, normally in a chamber filter
press. In one new digester under ccristruction, the gas produced will be
used for heating and electrical power geraration. Busan, with a population
i4llion,
of 3 5 /has a mechanical sewage treatment pl.nt with a long sea outfall
under construction which will provide full treatment to 20% and partial
treatint to 12% of the sewage generated in the city. No other major
municipal sewage treatment works are under construction.
The sewerage system needs to be further developed, partthilarly in
view of the rapid industrialization of the country. Provisias are being
mwle for sewage treatment at five out of 20 specific industrial sites.
Waste water from industrr and large urban areas located on the sc*ith-

eastern coast are polluting major fishing waters.
The country is in urgent need of legislation related to pollution
caitrol and waste water treatment. Existing laws and regulations in this
area are insufficient. Both national and regional authorities are
involved with pollution control. In the future, highly qualified, engine ore
will be needed to plan and implement sews.ge treatment projects. These are

now in short

Sapply.

I..

After pre-treatment and removal of toxi.c ocomponents, iribistrial waste
water should be -treated together with domestic sewage. The combined
treatment process should consist of mechanical or mechanical-biological
systems. In the future, larger night-soil plants should adopt the
digestion type of treatment. Efficient and simple low energy-consuming
solutions are recommended, such as the biological treatment process with
trickling filter. In future, new sewerage systems ould be designed as
separate system. Existing combined systs could be separated into storm
sewer s and sand tary sewer a flowing into sewage treatmt fhcili ties.
This can redre contamination of rivers and reduce pipe dimensions and the
size of many puiing stations.

Mexico's pepalatiai was 48.2 million in 1970. This is increasing by

3.114a per year. Inistrial and economic growth has also been accelerating.
The coiitry is divided, into 96,000 localities, 1,000 of which have
sewerage systems, serving about 40% of the total population. 48% of the
population residing in towns with more than 2,500 inhabitants have a
sewerage system. In toiiis with more than 10,000 inhabitants, EO% are
served..

The most comaon systems are stabilization ponds, followed by

Imhoff tanks and to a lesser extent, systems treating activated sludge.

97 towns use some or all the waste water for irrigation. Where towna have
few indusies aid little toxic pollutants, waste water is re-used after
treatmrL.
The .ajor problems in water treatment plants are maintenance and
availability of spare-parts. There is need to develop low-energy biological
treatment systems with a minimiin of mechanical and electrical components.
These syst ens shouLd, be built within the couitry. Other low-cost treatment

I...

- 17 systems, such as oxidati ri ditches, trickling filters and stabilization
ponds should also be poilarized..
Instria1 wastes are of different kinds. Biological treatment
decomposes wastes from food and fruit plants and sugar mills with a high
concentration of organic matter1 Che mi cal and petr ochemi cal wastes and
detergents used in textile industries are not easily degraded biologically.
Water ud in industry has a high concentration of dissolved solids.
Fertilizers and dares contain large quantities of salts. Metal finishing
plants, tenneries, and. plants for chonioal and petroc1mical derivatives
die chaige toxic c anpounds. Q% to 70% of water used by industry in
MeXico is drained, as waste water. For the sugan industry, the fige is 5t
and. for the chemical, petrochemical and paper industries about 30%.
The m.n problem in pollution control is the financial one. Sanitation
districts could be created and male responsible for pollution control.
Costs may be lowered if large volumes of waste water could be treated in
fewer but bigger plants. The different treatment systems proposed are:
The individual solution, where each producer of waste water
must build his own treatment plant. This solution is costly for
industry and difficoit to control properly.
The municipal solution where one treatment plant treats both
industrial and domestic waste water. Industries cculd still have
their own treatment plants if they find this cheaper.
The regional solution would consist of a control system with
drain nets, collectors and a general treatment plant wbere all
waste water from the region is collected.

I.

- 18 NIGERIA
The poilaticn estimate of Nigeria is over 80 million. This is
growing at the rate of 2.5% per year. Average rainfall is 200 cm. in
the SCL1th

100 cm, in the centre and 60 an, in the north.

In major towns, excreta and sullage are mainly disposed of by means
of ]atrin es, dry conservancy systems and septic tanks.
Public latrines are established in to.ais and cities, often contaminating water sources, as many are near streams and rivers Night-soil is
collected in major towns, and some is composted with solid wastes and
used as manure. When municipalities are in charge of collecting niit
sail, the service is acceptable; but contractors frequently dump buckets
into ditches and water sources, thus polluting then. In Lagos, each
local council is responsible for collectia and disposal of night-soil.
In new towns, septic tanks are now coimnon. A pre-condition for building
plan apoval is the availability, of a septic tank cystem.
Complete sewerage systems are virtually nrknown in Nigeri a.
Much refuse is also dumped directly into streams, and particu.l1y
diring the dry season, these become very polluted.
In Lagos there are several localized sewerage systems in additicn
to the open drain r stem. Where sewers exist, pumping is necessary due
to the flat landscape. At least 4 institutions have small sewerage plants
and piu ping stati ais • The plants ar e of conventional type and give
primy and secondary (i.e. psical and biological) treatment; but
o perati on mid mat ntenanoe of the sy ste m is unsatisfactOry. Spares are
ofti not available. Such hiily mechanized plants are not suited to
the needs of Nigeria.

Simple, low-cost fool-proof plants that are easy

- 19 to operate and maintain is what is needed.
Inthitries established within industrial estates simp1ifr inspection.
A cannn treatment plant can be used for all effluents from an industrial

estate. Operati cii, maintenance and control are easier in this 'y.
A central plant, such as the one at Ikeja Industrial Estate, is
eqjii,ed for full treatment of concentrated industrial waste, with chemical
treanent and neutralization, sedimentation, trickling filte is, aeration,
final settlement and s1ge digestion. The residual sludge being deated by vacuum filtration. About 80% of the atrgth of the combined
istes are remcwed.. Cost of treatment is borne by the factories in
'opartion to the volume and strength of the effluent they generate.
A surv' of textile mills in Lagos State in

1978

stxwed that no

irea1nent was given to waste water (but one fact cry had plans to build
a treatment plait). Textile mills did not knw the volume or strength of
effluent they produce. Much of the effluent was discharged just outside
th e mills and spread around the adjoining lands, properties and roads,
causing mib mai. sance.
Lagos City has no system of drainage. Thus industries cannot be
directed to discharge their wastes to specific locations. No legislation
exists on the dipsal of waste waters from the trade, industry or
houehold prenises; neithor are there arr standards for limiting the
pollution load from any waste water thschard.ed.. Data on existing water
sources are lackirg. The City needs a modern serage system. Legislation
setting standards about effluents must be prepared and ai ,roved. Welltrained perscEnel will be increasingly needed.
I,ow-cot and simple treatment methods that shoul be considered are
waste stabilization pends (facultative ponds), aerated lagoons, and
oxLdaticn ditthes. One should also try to devise simpler aeraticn methods
and aerators reqtLirirg little or no electric power and moving parts.

I.

PAKI STAN

Pakistan (70 million inhabitants; over 804,000
pred.ani. rantly an aicultural country.
and deserts.

3.

kin) is

There are hilly areas, plains

Average rainfall is from about 15 t o 50 an. per year.

Most waste water comes from households. In most toiais, sewerage
system is either non-ws-tent or inadeqia -te. 95% of the population
live in the Indus Basin and almost all the water resources and
agriciLtin'al potential is conoen'ated in this area. Rapid industriaJ.ization and urbanization is creating serious environnental problei.
30% of the polulation now live in urban areas. Perhaps 230 million
gallons of sewage/suhlage are produced daily by the urban poplation.
Rural people may rroduce around 207 million gallons per day.

34.8% of

urban dwellers are served with sewerage and drainage facilities. This
reiresenis about

io%

of the national population.

The sewage is generally not treated. Most water is discharged into
rivers or onto lard for cultivation, with practically no treatnnt.
Much drinking water is oontainirmted. The few existing plants have not
wñced to full cacity because of a lack of skilled operators aid
imd.equate matntenance. Simply dasigned plants with little mechanization
or automation are needed. Of existing methods, the oxidation pond or
its modifications seems most suitable. Oxidation ponds or aerobic ponds
not deeper than 5 feet may be found suitable, but research is needed to
e stabli sh this. Trickling filters h ave been installed in a few toeis.
Karachi has four conventional tric3ching filter treatmont plants
with slge digesters. Lahore, with 3 million inhabitants, has no
trtment facility at all, but one is under consideration with either
trickling filters, activated Bludge or stabilization pond.s.

I.
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- 21 Little attention has been given to industrial wastes. These are either
1ischa.rgI into streams without treatment or applied to land. Both ter
aid soil become contaminated by this practice. There i8 however,
growing awareness of the acute sit iti on. An Envirormeut Sanitation
Cell has been established and a Pollution Control Act has been passed.
More technical know-how is needed. Research has cartrjbutecl to the
improvement of methods of measurement, sampling and analysis of pollutants,
and the effective means of detecting pathogenic organisms. However,
research is needed on differs ut types of waste management plants and
simplifLed systems which make good use of local resources.

Ways of

reclaiming beat from wastes needs to be found, and the possible re-se
of wastes in agriculture should be studied.
Laboratories to carry out routine sanitary analysis exist in five
tozus, but these do not have the means to detect synthetic canpo'un&s.
Only one institution trains public health engineers. It also carries
out research

mt o sources of pollution. Emphasis should be given to

training and building up research facilities. The general public must
also be educated in regard to pollution control. Existing practices of
waste water treatment should be adapted to suit each region of the
ountr.
PAFUA NEW aJflA
Papua New Guinea c onsist s of eastern New Guinea and several smaJler
islands. The total area is 213,500 sq. cn. Gonerally the country is
mountainous and the rainfall high (over 2,500 mm. per year); there are,
as a result, many swift-flowing rivers and transport and conTmmication is
difficult. The population is alxut 3 million, with 85% to 90% living in
rural areas and mostly

active in the agricultural sector. Towns are,

however, growing in population. Beside primary production, manufacturing

I..

- 22 and 1iit industry (especially mining) are expanding rapidly. The

volume of waste is also increasing and. some of it undergoes treatment,
I

while the rest is just dumped into water oouies.
F.ir methods are used for treating dome s-tic wastes:
Complete treatment;
Stabilization pozids;
Dilutiai, and
Septic taiks.
Complete treatment of dcmestic wastes (found suitable for institutions
tth 1,000 to 2,000 people) consists of screening, grit removal and primary
oimentation; secondary treatment with biologioal percolating filters
and activated sludge, and final sedimentation and chlorination 1 before
discharge into receiving waters.
Mar towns, schools and institutions use stabilization ponds,
involving screening, primary and secondary sedimentation ponds, a polishing
pond and sauetimes chlorination, Port Morestr, the Capital, with 150,000
people, uses sewage lagoons, but sane of the sewage is discharged directly
into the sea. The method with stabilization ponds is theap and Bimple
and extensively used in the country.
Treatmmit

)r

dilution in the sea, a lake, or a river for natural

purification is inexpensive and widely used for domestic wastes in some
areas such as coastal towns, including Lae, the sec aid largest town.
Septic tanIm are also extensively used and many small towns are
totally depmident on them. The effluent is put into absorbtion trenches.
Overloading and pollution of underground waters are the main problems wilh
this trpe of treatment.
Pit latrines are also used.

I..

- 23 Research is needad urgently to fiiid low cost and simple treatment
meibod.s that give satisfactory results. Possible choices are stabilizatiai
ponds, biological trickling filters and bio-.d.jgesters.

The gas produced

from bio-digesters can find use for domestic purposes.
An Act of 1978 sets standards and regulaticis for the citrol of
toxic ccntaininants etc., but the act is not rigidly enforced. Public
health regulatiais exist in draft form s but the need for early control
measures in the short run has not yet been recognized. Most people fail
to see the need for sanitation, which they cannot afford. Improvement
in the education of the general public in this area is urgently needed.

The coitr needs to dovelop low-cost methods of waste water
treatment, in order to save money for marty other development tasks which
reiin unsolved. Stabilization ponds have lately been ccristructed., as
this system is adequate and relatively inexpensive; pathogenic orgamsms
are destroyed and it is possible to use the effluents in agriculture.
Of 30 treatment plants installed., 22 (or 73%) are stabilization ponds.
Over the next cple of years more will be built. Activated sludge,
oxidation lagoons, Imhoff tanks and sed.imitaticn tanks are also used in
sane cases.
isting plants treat only a small percentage of all waste water
produced. Most wastes are discharged into rivers or the sea
without treatment.
In Lima, tre are two lagoon systems for treating domestic
waste water, serving 90,000 people out of a polulation of 4 million
(or 2.25%). Most of the waste water from Lima and Callac is discharged
into the sea, causing heavy pollution.

I..

- 24 The population is growing fat and enourmous pollirticrt problems
are 1i1sly to arise. The authorities are are of the problems and
have proiuoed a master plan to solve some of them, but greater atteritiai
chould be paid to waste water treatment. Research is needed in this
f ielcl. Most treatnent methods are based on foreign eperice and
studies as to their performance in Peru are needed., Effective control
is also required.
The stahLlization ponds in San Juan are being evaluated to fiixl
out about their perfcrmance, possible re-use of treated sewage in
irrigaticzi, effects of such re-use on the soil, and effects an the fish.
During the course of the evaluation, new research methods will be developed
and the question of information collection and. dissemination will be
examined.
Anaerobic digestion of sludge is also an interesting possibility
that could produce energy in the form of methane (biogas) and biofertilizers,
lnstrial waate

water is not treated in Peru. Especially, mining

operationsthscharge wastes and pollute msny rivers. Some of the
resulting "acid water" is used for drinking. One mining comparer has
begun to stucbr the problem. Other industries discharge much organic
waste matter.
More money is needed for training, equi ixnent and research. Expansicri
of international co-operaticri can also help in solving these problems.

I...

- 25 SAUTif ARABI A
Much attention is now paid to sewerage and waste water treatment
in Sanili Arabia, The Water and Seerage Anthorities, under the Ministry
of Municipal and Rural. Affairs, are responsible for such services.
Two methods of physical and

biological waste water treatment are

used:
1 aerated lagoons and stabilization ponds; and
2. activated elude and trickling filters.
Chlorination is used in some of these facilities.
The firet method is found to be suitable and inexpensive for Emall
towns and rural areas. It usually consists of rows of stabilization ponds
with aerobic and anaerobic d.igesti on; aerators are a]. so used..
The second method is used in larger towns and consists of screens
and grit chambers, aeration tanks, sedimentaticn tanks, trickling filters,
aerobic and anaerobic digestion tanks, sludge d.rying beds and effluent
disinfecting

equiznent. Five treatment facilities of this kind are in

operation (in Riyadh, Jeddah, lIecca, Medina and 3mman). Others are
uth r conat ructi on or p1 amed., and existing ones will be expanded.
The effluent from plants in Jed.dah and Damman is discharged into the
sea; that from Riyad.h and.Medina flows into "Wadis', where some evaporates
and

S OTiS

percolates into the ground. In Medi.na, some of the effluent is

used for i. n-i gat ion • There are plans to re-use more of the wa8t e water
in agriculture or for cooling in industry.
Lack of trained personnel is amajor problem in the operation and
managnent of these facilities. Foreign contractors are used at present,
but they are Qb liged t o tr a.i n Saudi personnel.

/l• S I

- 26 The piblic needs more education in the use of sewerage facilities.
Materia is such as rrlon bags, clothes, plastic and tin cans are found
in sewer lirs and treatment plants. These complicate the treatment
process. The Government is preparing to set standards for materials
allowed to be disposed of in sewers and to determine if pre-treatment
is required before disposal in the system.
Inthstrial wastes are still not a serious problem. All treatment
facilities have been built mainly to treat mmicipal waste water.
Scholarships are now offered for environmental (sanitary) studies.
Internati aia.l organizations are asked to provide ccnisultants in this
area. Training of personnel is a priority.
Because of the rapid growth, cities are still not fully served with
treatment facilities in spite of beay investments in this sector. The
aim is to provide all settlements with sanitary facilities.
TANZANI A
Tanza.nias location and climate favour the use of non-mechanical,
biological met Ixids of sewage treatment. On the mainland, 2.33 million

póople live in 55 towns of more than 5,000 inhabitants. Only seven of
these torns have sewerage systems serving about

io% to 20 of the

polulation. Tanga discharges all its sewage direct Ir into the sea
without treatment. Ir-es-Salaain discharges part of its sewage through
a long sea outfall, and the rest is treated in stabilizaticri ponds in
series wit hturation ponds, of which it has more than nine, all
facultative. Only Joii has a mechanical sewage treatment system consisting
of inlet works (grit removal, channel, coarse screens, float operated
flow recorder), primary tanks, biological filters # humus tanks, cold
digestors and drying bsls. Sewage from other tois is treated in
stabilization ponda and discharged into rivers, streams or dry vallrs.

I.

The abolition of local government in 1974 was followed by a period
of neglect and structural decay of serage woilcs. Funds were lacking

and skilled personnel shifted to other dirties. Maintenance and spares
are lacking for the me chanically operated sewage treatment works at
Mothi and operators are poorly trained. As a rult, the effluent fran

the works winch is of very poor quality, is discharged into a river used
for irrigation and dDrnestio purposes,downstren.
Stabilization ponde in Dar-es-Salaam have not operated xroperIy
(except one serving the University). The reason is that the ponds have
received so little sewage that it is below the normal operating depth.
In one case, a pond receives irdustrial wastes and waste oil. This has
affected the colour and the biological life in the pord.
Waste stabilization poiids rely on plenty of sunshine and relatively
hii temperature to function well, but the sewage wcrks must be cleaned
and maintained by trained personnel who can also undertake necessary
measux'ernan -ts and tests. The country needs more sanitary engineers and
piblic health engineers.
Ur1n coi.zcils (restored in

1978) are responsible for maintenance ard

operati on of sewerage systems.
After a cholera outbreak in 1978 the gcwernment has been alerted

to the need for better sanitation programmes and is doing its best, but
lacks adequat e furxi.s.
Where piblic sewers eu st, industrial waste wat era are cii scharged

directly into these without or with only partial treatment. Where there
are no p.iblic sewers i some industries, especially those generating large
v oluines of wastes, construct their owi sewers and t realrient plants; otherwise, effluents are discharged to ditches or valleys. In general, most
rivate works treat wastes poorly.

I..

MOM
Where industries discharge their waste into public sewers, these
t end. to create odour prc*lems. The Tanzania Effluent Stwidards Cbnnittee

has set tempcary effluents standards which require industries to
install pre—trea-tmen-t plants if the wastes they prcduce do not conform
t o -bh e minimum requirements set for public sewers. Comprehensive waste
water mazgemmrt programnes are needed to safeguard surface and
und.erground. waters.

Nearly 80% of the people live in rural areas. Waste water problems
are greater in towns. 60% to

o%

of the waste discharged into the Chao

raya River comes from households in the Bancok area, wbilii about
30% comes from industries in the same area.
Domestic waste water management is the responsibility of each city
or local anihority. At present, no city has waste water treatment
failities, not even Bangkok. The waste water is discharged directly into
natural receiving waters. Funds are lacking aril the need to establish
irealznent wcrks is often not realized except in some major cities where
the problems are being surveyed and studied. Central government initiative
may be needed to solve the problems in this arm.
Although there are mar industries in variais parts of Thailand,
most are sited in the Bangkok area. Industrial water pollution control
is the responsibility of the Industrial Environment Division in the
Ministry of Industry.

Standards are set, but some industries lack the

resources to install treatment plants. The plants that have been built
are in need of proper operation aid maintenance s as the effluent is still
below standard. A treanent facility is now a requirement before a
permit is granted to establish a factory which produces wastes in its
day to day operations. This permit must be renewed every three years.

I..

- 29 Many treatment plants have been pit into operation during the past five
years, mostly stabilization ponds and aerated lagoons, as these utilize
locally made equient and are inexpensive and simple to operate. But
different trea1ent methods may be found more s'uitable for different
industries. White sugar caneinills recycle water used for cooling and
wa1ing after treatment in aerobic ponds. Most pulp and paper mills are
located aromd. Bangkok; pulp plants use aerated lagoons, and most paper
mills incorporate fine screening, chemical coagulation and sedimentation
in their treatment processes. Waste water from molasses distilleries has
a high BUD content. Pr±'irate distilleries have treatment facilities for
this purpose, but government-owned ones remove their wastes by truck.
The countrys two breries have chosen the activated sludge
process for treating their waste water. Newer tapioca a tar oh fact ones
have stabiliza -tion ponds, but older ones often lack treatment facilities.
Most small-scale factories in the ocuntry provide no trealment to their
aste water.
The rivers that are receiving waste waters frow domestic and
industrial son ices are also the sources of d.cme s-tic and industrial water
supply, This is often polluted. This holds true fcr the main river in
the country, Chao Fhra.ya River, which passes more than

9 big cities

including Bangkok. Many industries are also built on the banks of the
river • More t hn 400 1 000 kg. BOD/d.ay are dumped into this river, and
the water quality is very poor, especially near Bangkok; the dissolved
oxygen concentrati on is almost 0 mWl in the suimner. Other r i've is are
in a similar situation. This also affects ft sheries and agriculture
around these rivers.

I...
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Several mii.stri as are involved with polluti on control legi slation.
Local goverrunert authorities check water quality in their areas of
responsibility. The National Environment Board was created to have a single
organization in charge of policy making, co-ordination, data cdilection
and dissnivat ion of informat i cii.

Turkey's area is 776,000 sq. km . and has a population of 45 million,
iich increases by 2% per year. The country is surrounded by seas on
rny Bides • For one third of the popu.lai ion s th ese seas are natural
receiving wa-bers for domestic and industrial waste water. People
inland, in many cases discharge their domestic wastes to rivers that
eventually reach one of these seas. Laws a ni. regulati

ci-is

set limits to

the kinds of domestic and industrial wastes that can be d.ischarged into
rivers or seas. These regulations are iniad.equ.ate and not strictly
observed. What is lacking is waste treatment technolor adapted to local
conx1.itian. Furthermom, the systessused are in some cases costly. The
public needs to be educated about anvironmental protection and public
health. Some seas ani rivers are highly polluted. The Govemneni is
aware of the i. asues and is trying to improve the situati cii.
Turkey is an agricultural country, but industrialization has
started and many people move t o urban areas especially to the ten towns
where most industries are located.
Municipalities are responsible for sewerage systens. Due to a
shortage of funds, few towns have complete serage systems. In most
cases, domestic wastes are discharged to private septic tankB; in other
cases sewage is d.ischarged into rivers and lakes without any treatment.

I..

- 31 Municipali -ties have also been unable to cope with the rush of people
from rural t o urban areas. Priority has been given -t a water supply
rather than sewage services. Still, much money has been invested also
in the latter sect or an ci maI,r sewage syst ns have been constructed over
the 'ast decade.
Most waste water is of the domestic type.

Subarban areas and

small conrnities with sewerage systems discharge domestic wastes
directly into rivers or lakes without any treatment; septic

tks are

used in some regions. The wastes are removed by sludge lorries.
Tourist resorts built recently have waste water treatment plants for
primary and secondary treatment. Bigger houses imilt by the governent
have at least primary treatment facilities.
Since 1978 the distha.rge of industrial waste water hariful to
flora and fauna in lakes and seas is restricted by laws. Almost all new
big industrial complexes have, thereforq treatment plants for their
waste water. Foreign technology has been used together with systems
designed and constructed by local contractors such as oxidation ditches
and activated sludge systems. Old industries continue to pose environ-.
mental problems. It is difficult to force them to comply with eximting
regulations. The state may have to help financially. Combined simple
trea -tzrient fili -Lies for industrial zones with several factories may
also help to solve the problem. Foreign economic assistance will be

needed to achieve satisfactory results, but the stress should be on
low-cost systems.
The importance of waste water treatment has been brought to the
attention of people and autherities over the past 10 years. Tec'dcal
personnel have been educated and several training facilities now exist
in the country. But there is not enough work for all the staff that has
been trained in this field. Most of the equixnent needed t o treat waste
water can be manufactured. locally.

I. .

- 32 T.Eti ARAB RERJBLIC
The country consists of three distinct regions, the central hii1ands,
the coaatal plains ancl the eastern platemi with a desert climate. The
estimated population is about 6.5 million, wi -th an annual growth of
around 2.2%. About 20% live in wban areas, primarily Sana'a, Taiz,
Hodeida, Ibb and Dhamar. With the exception of Taiz, there are no
municipal sewer systeiis yet in opation in the Yemen Arab Repbl ic.
Sana'a has about l) ,000 inhabitants. A water supply system was
initiated, in 1976, but no sewer systn has so far been coistructed.
Waste water is collected, and disposed of 1- means of pit latrines, deep
ceBspools and septic tanks, used by only a small number of new buildings
in Sana'a. Waste water seeps into ditches and causes unsanitary conditions
and contaminates ,round water. Deep cesspool a made of masonry or concrete
are used for new buildings. The wastes seep into the soil tbroib the
bottom of the well; the solid wastes are partly decomposed by bacteria].
action. Graindwater is, however, polluted by seepage fran ceaspoole.
Ta.iz, with 109,000 people, has the only waste water collectiai
systan in the country, but it has a minimal effect on the city's sewage
d.isposa]. problem. The system is 9 km, long, has 263 connections,
and serves crily about 3,800 people in a service area with a population
of about 12,500. 95% of the houses in Taiz are not connected and waste

fran these houses is discharged, directly into ditches or cesspoole.
Surrouthing areas and water lines are ocrit aminat ed.
liod.eida, Ibb and Dhamar use the sane systems as Sana'a and Taiz.
No municipal sewer systems are in operation.
The Nati aial Water and Sewerage Authority, established in 1973, is
reopnsible for planning and managing water suçly and sewerage qysB,

- 33 and water supply and sewerage projects are being imp1nented for the
five major cities and will be functicial by 1985. The projects are
designed so that expansion is possible. All waste water generaed in
the project areas will be treated- in stabilization lagoons and the
effluent will be used for irrigation. This mode of treatment is
inexpisive anti relatively easy to operate and maintain.
Shortage of trained engineers and technicians is the biggest
problem at present, but a long-range training and recruitment programme
is being developed.
Industriali zat i

cii

has not yet advanced, so as to create waste water

problems in the cotntxy. When this occurs, industrial waste water
treatnent will be co-ord-inated with the municipal waste water facilities.

- 34 CONCLUDING OB&RVATE ONS
From the country monograis that have been subnitteci for this
rmposiuxn, it is clear that the 19701s has been 2.decade when individuals
and govemment bodies have been alerted to the hazards of pollution
and the need to establish control measures to slow down or stop environ-.
mental deterioration throigh damage to plant, animal and fish life and
the soil, and to protect human health.
All countries can be said to be doing sonc -thing to solve the
problems caused by waste water pollution. But pticularly developing
countries feel the bea'vy economic burden associated. with waste water
teatment because this causes an addition to many other costly development
scheris that usiJ.ly receive higher priori1y. Those directly involved
with waste water treatment feel that the allocation in this sector is
too small to enable them to take the necessary steps to provide satisfactoir
protection to the surroundings.
Three causes are generally recoized as con -trIbuting to waste
water pollution and the deterioration of the environment associated with it:
Rapid poi1ation growth;
Rapid urbanization; and
Accelerati industrialization.
The actions that needd, to be taken involve the education of the
people in hygiene aui sanitat ion, as well as the d.evelopmerrt and

applioaticin of syoteme that can remove, treat and neutralize harmful
waste water • A central concern of developing countries is t 0 design
and construct facilities that are low-cost 7 use little energy, are easy
to operate ani equally simple to maintain and repair without resorting
to expena.ve importation from abroad.. Locally me equipment should be
encouraged and nationals should be trained to take care of all aspects
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- 35 of the consiruction ani operation of sanitary facilities.
In seeking suitable solutions, one needs also to bear in mind
that water is a scarcity in marry developing czuntries. On the other
hand s lard may be read.iiy available in marcy, but not in all cases.
A methcd for treating waste water inenticed by rny countries is
stabilization ponds or lagoons. A hot climate together with easy access

to laige areas of land maces this sollutiai attractive to many. It is
relatively inexpensive and simple to construct and maintain and does
not need imported components or foreii experts.

Oxidation ditches or

ponds, trickling filters and chlorination are other trealiaent methods
that several countries have found attractive. Self-purifring or
extensive sys-tns are preferred 1r many, for finanóial atti technical
reas cns, to some soi sticat ed, rneohani cal systems.
All countries seem to realize the need for more research in waste
water treatment technologies. Finance is a recurrent problem in a:thiost
all cases. The qstion of re-use of waste water is also a pressing one
for some countries, either for irrigation or for other uses mhere water
quality staridard,s can be relaxed.

